BMS Bowling Marketing Service AG, Höhenweg 12, CH-8834 Schindellegi, Switzerland
OPTIKA INSTALLATION MANUAL
1) Preinstallation requirements
a) Location of consoles, cable pits and overheads
The console should be located approx. 120CM (4') from the approach end in the center line (CL) of the ball
return. The corresponding pit for the outlet of the control cables must have the following dimensions:
5x5CM(2x2") LxB and approx. 10CM (4") depth. The quality of the floor, either concrete or wood, is
important to insure stability of the console.
The overheads should be suspended from beams or angle irons which are bridged between roof trusses. The
customer is responsible for supplying and installing these beams and angle irons, and for having the
certification from an architect that the method of support will be capable of supporting an additional 150
Kgs (300 pounds) per pair of lane.
b) Power requirements
Power supply for the main control unit: a power outlet with 3 wires (Ground, Neutral, Phase), 110V or
220V/50 or 60 Hz must be located close to the main control unit. Power requirements approx. 200Watts.
NOTE: The main control unit (Lane Computer) may be located between the overheads, or on the false
ceiling over the approach area, or behind the curtain wall in front of the pinsetters.
Power supply for the overheads: a power cable with 3 Wires (Ground, Neutral, Phase), 220V/50Hz or
110V/60Hz must come out of the ceiling and run through standard electrical conduits to the overhead
monitors. Power requirements for a pair of lanes approx. 250Watts.

Power supply for the SMART BOY (if installed): a Power cable With 3 Wires (Ground, Neutral, Phase),
220V/50Hz or 110V/60Hz must run through standard electrical conduits and come out of the pit to the 14"
monitor of the SMART BOY. Power requirements for a pair of lanes approx. 150Watts.
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c) Tools required
1
1
1
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1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
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Ratchet Wrench Set Complete (7 to 24 mm)
Box-End Wrench Set (7 to 24 mm)
Allen Wrench Set (3, 5 mm etc.)
Hex Bit Socket Set (3, 5 mm etc.)
Drill Bit Set (∅ 2 to 10 mm)
Drill Set for Concrete (∅ 8, 10 and 16 mm)
Drilling Machine With Percussion Capability
Electric Saw With Blades for Metal Sheets
Assorted Screw Drivers (Standard, Phillips, Pozidriv, Torques etc.)
Hammer
Electric Screw Driver With the following bits: Standard, Phillips, Pozidriv 2 &3 , Torques X25 etc.
Carpenter’s Level
Tape Measure (5 m)
Soldering Iron
Electric Multitester (Ohm-, Volt- Ampère-Meter)
Plumb Line
Metal Rasp

d) Cables required
For the connections between Main Contol Unit(Lane Computer), CCD-Camera, Machine-Interface and
Keyboard-Interface the following cables must be preinstalled on each pair of lanes:
1) Flexible power cable 3 x 1,5square mm (mm2): 3 wires numbered or with different colors. Raceway: from
the console to the CCD-camera, to the Machine-Interface, to the Main Control Unit.
2) Dataflex cable, 2x0,5 square mm (mm2), twisted, with shield. Raceway: same as power cable.
OPTION: Instead of Pos. 1 and 2, a flexible Power cable 5 x 1,5square mm (mm2): 5 wires numbered or
with different colors may be installed.
3) Preconfectionned Video Cables (by BMS). Raceway: from the Main Control Unit to the Overheads.
ATTENTION: The location of the Lane Computer (between the overheads or behind the curtain wall)
MUST be clearly stated when ordering OPTIKA as the corresponding length of the video cables varies
accordingly!
4) Dataflex cable 2x0,5mm2 (or 2x0,14mm2) from the location of the desk computer, to the first lane
computer, to the second lane computer etc. (CCS-Communication line).
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Option With the lane computer between the overheads:

2) Installation of the CCD-Camera
The CCD-Camera must be installed within the ball return cover at a distance of 3,05 m (10’) from the
center of the pin # 1 spot. Proceed as follows:
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a)

Mark on the first and last single division cover of the lane lot the position of the plumb line, 306CM or
10' 5/8" from the center of pinspot no. 1. Insert the nails, tension the plumb line and mark the ball
return covers accordingly.

b)

Move the plumb line 15 CM (5 7/8") toward the approach on the first and last single division cover of
the lane lot and reposition it at 321CM or 10' 6 1/2" from the center of pinspot no. 1 and mark the new
position on the cover support stringers.
Remove the corresponding sections of the ball return covers
Move the plumb line 1 CM (3/8") toward the pindeck on the first and last single division cover of the
lane lot and reposition it at 305CM or 10' from the center of pinspot no. 1 and mark the new position on
the cover support stringers.
Fix the mounting plate to the cover support stringers, taking care that the plate be perfectly
alligned with the center line of the ball return.
Repeat the above steps and operations on all ball returns.

c)
d)

e)
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e)

Drill and/or cut the holes on all ball return covers as shown in the next figures:

or:
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f) Reinstall all ball return covers allowing the prelayed cables to come out of the 1,5cm hole on the cover
(free length approx. 15 cm (6")). ATTENTION: No hanging cables in the ball return area!
g) Install the CCD-Cameras on the posts on the mounting plates and fix them with the hex nuts until
the rubber spacers are a little compressed and the bubble eye is perfectly centered. ATTENTION:
the support plate of the CCD camera should be 10,0 resp. 11,5 cm higher than the lane surface!

10,0 cm When Dead Wood Camera
11,5 When NO Dead Wood Camera

h)

Install and fix the control unit for the CCD-Camera on the ball return cover:
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3) Installation of the console

1)

2)

Lay the frames of the console over the cable pits and allign them by means of a plumb line or of a
rectangular template board 120x30x2CM (4'x12"x3/4"). Mark the fixing holes with a chalk and drill
the holes according to the floor characteristics and the necessary fixing screws.
Insert the pedestal cover over the frame and pull the cables through it.Open the rear cover of the
pedestal, put the cables through the opening and fix the pedestal on the frame with the delivered
screws (4xM10x30) and spring washers.
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3)
4)

Insert the table of the console over the pedestal and fix it with the delivered screws.
Connect the cables to the keyboard interface.

4) Installation of the overheads
a) Metallic TBeen Universal Cabinet for 28" and 33" Monitors
SCOREGRAPHIC OVERHEAD ASSEMBLY
A

STOP BOW
A

FOR MONITORS

1
A
A

H
I

1
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C

3XC
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C
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B

8
3XC

8
E

4XD

3XC

4
9

E

10

6
9
5

4XC

3XC

MONIT
DETAIL: CATCH

a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

17.01.97ME

Assembly the overhead housing
The housing of the overheads is suspended from beams or trusses by means of support cables.
It is recomanded to first assemble the housing, then suspend it on the ceiling, then level it by means
of a level and the cable adjusting bows, then insert the screens, then install the front frames.
Connect the cables from the Video Switching Board to the chassis of the screens:
- 2 pin plug = mains 220V/50Hz (or 110V/60Hz if so specified)
- 6 pin plug = R G B V VH GND (Video Signal)
- Ground Wire
Connect the video cables from the console
Connect the power cable from the ceiling: 220V/50Hz (or 110V/60Hz if so specified)

Important: Overheads are very sensitive to magnetic fields which may cause distortions and color
mishmash. The internal degaussing coil is sometime not strong enough to restore colors within a
reasonable time. In such cases, it is recomanded to use an external SCREEN DEGAUSSING COIL to
degauss the screens and possibly the steel frame of the housing.
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SCOREGRAPHIC OVERHEAD ASSEMBLY: INSTALLATION DETAILS
FIXING SCREWS

FIXING SCREWS
FRONT FRAME

NO WASHER

FRONT FRAME

NO WASHER

STOP BOW

MONITOR 33"

MONITOR 28"

STOP BOW

STEEL PLATE 2MM
PARTICLE BOARD
MONITOR CHASSIS

MONITOR CHASSIS

FRONT FRAME

FRONT FRAME

MONITC
17.01.97ME

28" MONITOR

33" MONITOR

b) Combined Overhead and Lane Computer Cabinet

1) Allign the 2 frames for the overheads and the
frame for the lane PC on the floor and mark the
fixing holes through the side frames

2) Cut the plastic over the fixing holes on the
frames for the overheads: bit diameter approx.
10mm
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SUPPORTING BOW FOR THE MONITOR
FIXING SCREW

3) Insert the fixing screws on each side of the
4) Attach the supporting bow for the monitor to
overhead frames and tighten them. Total 8 screws the frame: 2 screws Inbus M6x40 + 1 washer each
Inbus M6x40 With 2 washers + 1 Nut each
PLASTIC REVETS

5) Attach the suspending bow on the frame: 2
screws Inbus M6x40 + 1 washer each

6) Insert the plastic revets for the fixation of the
back cover: 2 pieces on each frame
RETAINING BOW

7) Insert the monitor

8) Fix the retaining bow: 1 Screw Inbus M6x40+1
washer
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ATTACHING RING

ADJUSTMENT OF THE SCREEN PARAMETERS
BRIGHT

H-AMPL.

V-AMPL

CONTR.

V-PHASE

H-PHASE

V-FREQ.

H-FREQ.

5) Connecting the peripherals
CCD Optical Unit

Connecting cables (BUS) from or to the
console and from or to the pinsetter interface

5 : GROUND
4 : COMMUNICATION (+)
3 : COMMUNICATION (-)
2 : POWER SUPPLY 12VAC
1 : POWER SUPPLY 12VAC

1

Specifications of the connecting cables (BUS):
Stranded Power Cable, 5 Wires 1,5mm2 section, each Wire of different color
or, alternatively:
One Stranded Power Cable, 3 wires 1,5mm2 section, each wire of different color, to be connected to the
pins 1, 2 and 5, plus:
One Data Cable, 2 twisted, stranded wires, 0,3 mm2, to be connected to the pins 3 and 4.
If a shielded cable is used, connect shield to the GROUND (no. 5)
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Connections to the Lane Computer

FRONT DESK
COMMUNICATION
1 : COMMUNICATION ( - )
2 : COMMUNICATION ( + )

5 : GROUND
4 : COMMUNICATION (+)
3 : COMMUNICATION (-)
2 : POWER SUPPLY 12VAC
1 : POWER SUPPLY 12VAC
Connecting the Keyboard
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5 : GROUND
4 : COMMUNICATION (+)
3 : COMMUNICATION (-)
2 : POWER SUPPLY 12VAC
1 : POWER SUPPLY 12VAC

JUMPERS MUST BE SET „ON“ IF
KEYBOARD ISTHE LAST UNIT
ON THE „BUS“

Connecting the Pinsetter Interface
JUMPERS MUST BE SET
„ON“ IF INTERFACE IS THE
LAST UNIT ON THE „BUS“,
ELSE „OFF“

RELAYS:
4 3 2 1
8 7 6 5

OUTPUTS:
4 3 2 1
8 7 6 5

INPUTS:
4 3 2 1
8 7 6 5

EVEN

ODD

CABLES (BUS)
5x1,5mm2 FROM
OR TO LANE
COMPUTER

RELAYS:
5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4

OUTPUTS:
5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4

INPUTS:
5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4
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Pinsetter Interface with APS Option (for AMF-Pinsetters)
APS Out lane
left (odd)
1 = DATA
2 = CLOCK
3 = COMMON

1

1
APS Out lane
right (even)
1 = DATA
2 = CLOCK
3 = COMMON

Connecting the APS Interface to the AMF-Pinsetter
a) AMF 82-70
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 = DATA to 29
2 = CLOCK to 32 + 33

AMP Connector
37P CPC Female
no. 0-182923-1
7 = COMMON to 22 + 30

b) AMF 82-90
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 = DATA to 34
2 = CLOCK to 33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 = DATA to 15
2 = CLOCK to 14

ODD PINSETTER
7 = COMMON to 27 + 28 + 30

AMP Connector
37P CPC Female
no. 0-182923-1

EVEN PINSETTER
7 = COMMON to 8 + 9 + 11
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Relais-Functions of the Optika
SCORE
1B-Norm
2B-Norm
1B-0
2B-0
2B-N by
1B-0
STRIKE
10th-FR
FOUL
CCSRESET
CODE M

A-2
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

A-2S
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

AMF/APS
STP3
STP3
STP3
STP3
STP3

Dacostar
Set
Set
STP1
STP2
Set

AMF
TRIG
TRIG
STP1
STP2
TRIG

GS-xx
TRIG
TRIG
STP1
STP2
Set

Set
Set 15"
Set 15“ +
Set

STP1+Set
STP1+Set
Set
Set

STP3
STP3
STP3
Set

STP1+Set
STP1+Set
Set
Set

STP1+Set
STP1+Set
Set
Set

STP1+Set
STP1+Set
Set
Set

STP1+Set
Set
Set

STP1+Set

STP1+Set

STP1+Set

STP1+Set

Set

STP1+Set STP1+Set

Seil(String)

LEGEND:
1B-Norm or 2B-Norm: Pinfall at the 1rst. at 2nd ball normal (no STRIKE or Pin 7 or 10 only down)
1B-0, 2B-0: no Pins fallen at the 1rst. and 2nd. ball.
2B-N by 1B-0: Pinfall at the 2nd. ball by ZERO at the 1rst.
TRG: Trigger. Is released immediately after the programmed Dead-Wood-Time (see also Pag. 19: CAMERA
SETTINGS / dead wood measuring delay). The definite pinfall measure and score prompting is actuated after
the programmed DELAY-TIME (see Pag. 20: Programming the Scorer / Measuring Delay 1 + 2).
SET: Is released after the programmed Delay-Time. At the 10th. Frame, by Strike, by CCS and by EYE+M is
released immediately.
From Version 2.26:

EYE + M = Stepper 3: is used for SET by the KF3000 of Funk.

Dead Wood Time

PROGRAMMING
A-2
A-2S
AMF/APS
DACOSTAR
AMF (w/o APS)
GSxx

SET
SET
SET
SET
TRIGGER
TRIGGER

STEP1
3
STEP1
SET
SET

(With 10th Pin Solenoid)
(in Autoexec.bat: Sgraphic 2 2)
STEP2
STEP1
STEP1 STEP2 STEP3*) SET

1,0 or 1,5 (sec)
0,5 (sec)

*) STEPPER 3 Relay may be used to control the Ball Door Solenoid. It is activated immediately after the ball
has passed the photocell of the CCD-Camera.
Each Relay may be programmed for different functions.
By AMF-Pinspotters With OMEGA-TEK Chassis, the Puls lengths of TRIGGER and SET must be
programmed to approx. 5 sec. and the STEPPER1 connected over the N.C. contact of the SET-Relay.

SET
STEPPER

+
SET-RELAY

STEPPER-RELAY
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6) Calibration of the CCD-Camera
Conditions for a successful calibration of the CCD camera system are that the camera be leveled (bubble eye
centered level), that all 10 pins be on the pindeck and that both overheads show the “wait” or “stand by” screen.
“Calibration” means the storage of the coordinates of the pin heads as “seen” by the CCD Camera. The stored
datas are displayed as dark blue rectangles with the corresponding pin number. The light brown rectangles on
top of the dark blue show the pin heads actually “seen” from the CCD Camera. If both rows of rectangles are
alligned, no calibration is necessary. Start the TEST and CALIBRATION procedures as follows:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Adjust the CCD-Camera to horizontal position by means of the level adjusting screws. The bubble
level on the camera indicates the cross lane horizontality.
Clear all pins from the pin deck and switch on the Power of the console.
Wipe the ball pit curtain with a clean towel and make also sure that no white spot or surface be
visible within the pin range. It may be necessary to cover or overspray very bright spots e.g. on the
kickbacks or on the down sweep. Set the 10 pins on both lanes on their pinspots.
Switch on the pin lights.
Press the following key combination:

P

R

O

G

T

To test and CALIBRATE the
CCD Camera.

The following picture will be prompted on the screen of the left lane:

White Spot (NO PIN)

(WHITE

7

4

2

SPOTS = PINS as seen from the camera)
1+8 5 3
9
6
10 (PIN)

To calibrate the camera for the lane LEFT:
Press the
key:

HELP

on the left side of
the keyboard

The message “NEW INITIALIZE” is displayed on
the left screen. After a few seconds one message is
prompted on the screen:

A): In case the calibration is not successful, the message “INIT FAIL” is displayed. In
the example shown above, a bright spot on the left side of pin 10 makes the calibration
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impossible. The spot must be faded out by setting artificial limitations to the detecting range of the
CCD camera.
Move the RED VERTICAL LINE by
pressing the appropriate keys:

and:

or:

or just:

Move the RED VERTICAL LIMITATION LINES until the disturbing SPOT is outside the limit.

RANGE LIMITATION
LINE OF THE CCD CAMERA

disturbing SPOT: NO PIN

Retry the calibration trough pressing again the key HELP.

The 10 PINS as seen from
the CCD camera

calculated range limitation

disturbing SPOT faded
out

artificial range limitation
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The calibration of the camera portion for the left lane has been carried out successfully.
The picture on the screen contains the following informations:
- actual location and size of the pins on the pin deck: upper brown row of squares
- memorized location and size of the pins on the pin deck at the calibration: lower dark row
The upper and the lower row should match unless the camera has been mecanically relocated or
the pinsetter sets the pins not accurately. In this case a new calibration is necessary.
- camera unit which has been calibrated: in this case no. 1 (in case of Dead Wood there are
4 cameras per lane)
- Pin count: 10. The number of pins seen by the camera
- Pin dia: average diameter of the pins (virtual value)
- coordinates of each pin on a virtual row
- red vertical range limitation lines as manually set
- actual, calculated range limitation lines (dashed lines)
- message about the calibration: INIT OK or INIT FAIL.
The following test MUST be carried out after the calibration:
- knock down ALL pins: the screen should prompt the picture below (Fig. A): NO brown square
above the dark, memorized squares within the range limitation lines.
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Fig. A) Test picture When NO pins standing

Fig. B) Test picture With pin 7 and 10 standing

Note that the Test in the calibration mode shows an one dimensional picture of the pins standing on
the pindeck as seen from the stand point of the CCD camera. The picture refreshing rate is
approximately 10 secs.
Continuation of the calibration
by pressing:

START

Fig. C): all pins standing

Exit the calibration procedure
by pressing again:

Fig. D): only pin 7 and pin 10 standing
START
START

Repeat the procedure for the lane right.
It is also possible to proceed to the advanced programming of the camera systems:
In the camera TEST MODE press on the left
keyboard block:

CORRECTION

The left screen shows:
Settings Example For An AMF-Pinsetter:
qty of cameras
:1
correction of pin width
: 0 (or acc. to needs)
deadwood measuring delay: 1,0 s or 1,5 s
pin tolerance deadwood : not used
distance of photocells
: 3,0 m *)
*) Distance of photocells in the P+R+O+G+P:
30 cm (or less: may be adjusted to the needs)

CAMERA SETTINGS
Number of cameras
:1
Correction pin diameter
:0
Mesuring delay Dead Wood : 1.5 s

1 = standard, 4 if DEAD WOOD option
From -15% to +20%. Normal value = 0
Measuring delay after the ball
20

Pin Tolerance Dead Wood
..Photocells distance
For test continuation,
press:

: 40 mm
: 0.3m
START

and:

Not used
Type in value if different of 30 cm (see the above note)
START

and:

START

to exit the test
mode.

7) Programming the scorer
In order to work propely in connection with the different types of pinsetters, different countries,
different wishes and needs of the bowling operators, the Optika can easily be configurated to
accomplish every expectations. Proceed as follows:
Start the programming sequence by
pressinng the key combination:

P

R

O

G

P

The left screen shows in sequence the following entry fields. Proceed as follows:
Move the cursor by pressing the appropriate
keys:

CONFIRM the last
entry by pressing:

ENTER

Measuring delay ball 1 + 2

or:

EXIT by
pressing:

START

2500 3300

or:

or:

DELETE all new entries by
pressing:

SKIP

Type in delay time 1 then the delay time 2

Enter the time the ccd-camera has to wait after the interrupion of the second photocell before reading the pins
in thousandth of second, ed.g. 2500 for 2,5 seconds. First entry for the first ball
(pinsetter cycle : pick up remaining pins, sweep, set pins down), second entry for the second ball
(cycle : sweep, set ten pins). Typical times for AMF Pinspotetrs: 4000 and 4000.

Lane number (left)

1

Type in the number of the lane left

Enter the lane number for the left lane of the pair controlled by the OPTIKA console.
Note: Always enter the number of the left lane

Language

ENGLISH

Select the desired language
by scrolling with:

Time

17:08:22

Type in the TIME:
HH:MM:SS (0-24 hours)
To skip (:) use the key:

Date

12.05.2000

Type in the DATE:

Distance of photocells (cm)

30

Default distance of
photocells
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Display of graphics

Open+Liga

Select the desired option by
scrolling with:

Display of ball speed

Open+Liga

Select the desired option by
scrolling with:

USA

Select the desired option by
scrolling with:

Keyboard

Handicap na / % / max

0

0

0

Type in the pertinent
figures

The three programmable values NA = national average, P = percentage and H = max. Handicap is
entered here to compute the actual handicap.

4

Type in the desired time
in Seconds the picture has
to be displayed.

3

Type in the desired time
in Seconds the Sparemaker
has to be displayed.

Show time Wait picture (sec)

15

Type in the desired time
in Seconds the picture has
to be displayed.

Show scroll text 0 = NO / 1 = YES

1

Type in the desired option:
0 = Scroll text ON
1 = Scroll text OFF

Dead Wood 0=NO/1=PART./2=FULL

1

Type in the desired option:
1 = Dead Wood ON
2 = Dead Wood OFF

Speed: 0=mph, 1=km/h

1

Show time pictures (sec)

Show time Sparemaker (sec)

Type in the desired option:

Pulse time trigger-relay (msec)

th

Pulse time set-relay 10 frame (msec)

1000

Type in the appropriate
puls time to cycle the
pinsetter (1000 = 1sec)

15000

Type in the appropriate
puls time to cycle the
pinsetter (1000 = 1sec)
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1

Type in the appropriate
option:
0= continous, 1=pulsing

ON-time set-relay (msec)

1000

Type the desired puls
length of the set-relay
puls to cycle the pinsetter

OFF-time set-relay (msec)

1000

Type the desired pause
length of the set-relay
puls to cycle the pinsetter

Pulse time stepper 1-relay (msec)

1000

Type in the appropriate
puls time to “STEP” the
pinsetter (1000 = 1sec)

Pulse time stepper 2-relay (msec)

1000

Type in the appropriate
puls time to “STEP” the
pinsetter (1000 = 1sec)

Pulse time ball lift-relay (sec)

50

Type in the appropriate
ON-time of the ball lift
relais after the last ball.

Bumper-Relay: Puls=1; Cont.=0

1

Type in the desired
optionfor the automatic
control of the bumpers

Pulse time Bumper-relay (sec)

1

Type in the appropriate
puls time to activate the
BUMPERS

Pulse time call relay sec

10

Delay time pinsetter OFF (sec)

10

Type in the desired time the
pinsetter switches OFF
after the command from
the desk computer

Time for practice in Min.

10

Type in the desired time in
minutes the players can
practice in LEAGUE

Machine active in practice 0=N; 1=Y

1

Type the desired option:
0 = machine NOT active
1 = machine active

Automatic correction 0=N/1=PART.2=Y

2

Type the desired option:
0 = no autom. correction
1 = partial aut. correction
2 = full autom. correction

th

Pulse set-relay 10 frame 1/0

Type in the desired time the
call relay is ON
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Count Frame 11 and 12: 0=N=; 1=YES

0

Type in the desired option:
0 = Frames 11 and 12 not
counted
1 = " counted

Monitor Type: 15KHz,=1: 25KHz=0

0

Type the appropriate
option according to the
type of monitor

1000

Type in the operation time
of the cushion motor
(1000=1 sec)

0

0=All Pinsetters
1=A-2/S (B 10th Pin Sol.)
2=GSxx-Pinsetter

Pulsetime relay stepper 3 msec

Pinsetter: 1=A-2/s, 2=GSxx

0

0=All Pinsetters
1=A-2

Scrolleffects

0

0=No
1=Yes

Flicspeed

50

Setting of the Flicspeed:
0=Slow; 99=Fast

Foul set: 0=Normal, 1=A-2

Assignement of the RELAYS...

Pinsetter ON/OFF

Relay

1

Type in the number of the
RELAY to switch ON/ OFF
the pinsetter

Trigger

Relay

2

Type in the number of the
RELAY to TRIGGER the
pinsetter

Set

Relay

3

Type in the number of the
RELAY to CYCLE the
pinsetter

Stepper 1

Relay

4

Type in the number of the
RELAY to STEP the
pinsetter

5

Type in the number of the
RELAY to STEP the
pinsetter

6

Type in the number of the
RELAY to switch ON/OFF
the wall lift

Stepper 2

Ball lift

Relay

Relay
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Bumper

Relay

7

Type in the number of the
RELAY to switch ON/OFF
the BUMPERS
Type in the number of the
RELAY to CALL service

Call

Relay

8

Set 10th frame

Relay

3

Type in the number of the
RELAY to CYCLE the
pinsetter in the 10th frame

Relay 2.nd Ball-Lamp

Relay

x

Type in the number of the
RELAY to INDICATE the
pinsetter in the 2nd frame

...and of the INPUTS on the Pinsetter-Interface Board

Foul input

Input

1

2nd trhow input

Input

2

Type in the number of the
INPUT to detect the FOUL

Type in the number of the
INPUT to detect the 2nd
wall signal
Not assigned

Free input

Input

Sweeper Input

Input

3

4

Type in the number of the
Input of the Rake-up signal

0=Both lanes in operation
1=Right lane only in
operation

Right lane only

0

Coin mode

0

0=Standard operation
1=Coin mode operation

0

Type in the maximum ONTime for a game

22/31
44/68

Frames/Balls Counters
Lane Left (l) and Lane
Right (r)

Minutes per game
Counters
Frames/Balls l:
Frames/Balls r:

..Special functions from the keyboard:

M

Reset Pinsetter (Eye left = pinsetter left; Eye right =
pinsetter right)
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J

BUMPER UP/DOWN (Eye left = Bumper lane left; Eye
right = Bumper lane right)

Call (Eye left = call lane left; Eye right =call lane right)

C(all)
Call (Service): both lanes

C(all

8) Adjusting the photocells
The photocells are very important devices for the trouble free functionning of the scoring system: it is therefore
of paramount importance that their installation and adjustment be carried out very accurately.
Here a few hints:
a)
b)

The top of the photocell and of the reflector should be at the same level: if not shim the reflector.
The invisible light beam emitted by the photocell is like a cone: the reflector should be in its middle.
- Cover the reflector assemby on the single division with a cloth
- Take a reflector between the thumb and the forefinger and move it slowly toward the reflector
assembly (1) until the indicating LED turns off. Notice the distance between the reflectors and
repeat the operation from the top (2) and from the other side (3). Turn CB or CCB the adjusting
Screws (4) and repeat the above test until the adjustment is perfect. Note: do not turn all the screws
in the same direction, but one e.g. CB and the other CCB! This assures a gap between the internal
block and the external cover of the photocell.
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2
1
INDICATING LED
REFLECTOR
INVISIBLE LIGHT
BEAM

4
PHOTOCELL

ADJUSTING SCREWS
REFLECTOR
ASSEMBLY

3

FOTOCELL
12.10.97ME
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ATTENTION: For operation With ONE photocell only (pinsetter photocell), SET deep switch number
2 to ON. In this case the ball speed will not be prompted.

PROGRAMMING THE INPUTS AND THE OUTPUTS OF PINSETTERS WITH STRINGS

OUTPUTS
(TERMINALS B):
1 + 2 = RELAY 1
3 + 4 = RELAY 2

ODD PINSETTER

OUTPUT
(TERMINALS A):
3 + 4 = RELAY 3
INPUT
1 + 2 = FREE INPUT

1
2
3

EVEN PINSETTER

OUTPUTS
(TERMINALS B):
1 + 2 = RELAY 1
3 + 4 = RELAY 2
OUTPUT
(TERMINALS A):
3 + 4 = RELAY 3
INPUT
1 + 2 = FREE INPUT

3
2
1

INPUT PHOTOCELL
OPTIKA = KP1

INPUT PHOTOCELL
OPTIKA = KP1

TERMINALS ROW A
1 = INPUT PIN 1
2 = INPUT PIN 2
3 = INPUT PIN 3
4 = INPUT PIN 4
5 = INPUT PIN 5
6 = INPUT PIN 6
7 = INPUT PIN 7
8 = INPUT PIN 8
9 = INPUT PIN 9
10 = INPUT PIN 10
11 = COMMON PINS

TERMINALS ROW A
11 = COMMON PINS
10= INPUT PIN 10
9 = INPUT PIN 9
8 = INPUT PIN 8
7 = INPUT PIN 7
6 = INPUT PIN 6
5 = INPUT PIN 5
4 = INPUT PIN 4
3 = INPUT PIN 3
2 = INPUT PIN 2
1 = INPUT PIN 1

TERMINALS ROW B
1 = FOUL
2 = FOUL
3 = KP2 PHOTOCEL
4 = KP2 PHOTOCEL
5 = TIMEOUT
6 = TIMEOUT
ND
7 = 2 BALL
ND
8 = 2 BALL
9 = RESERVE
10 = RESERVE
11 = GND COMMON

CONNECTING CABLES FROM LANE PC
1 = Power Supply 12VAC
2 = Power Supply 12VAC
3 = Communication ( - ) RS485
4 = Communication ( + ) RS485
5 = Ground
CABLES SPECIFICATIONS
STRANDED CABLE 5X1,5MM2, EACH
WIRE DIFFERENT COLOR

TERMINALS ROW B
11 = GND COMMON
10 = SCORE CONTROL
9 = SCORE CONTROL
ND
8 = 2 BALL
ND
7 = 2 BALL
6 = TIMEOUT
5 = TIMEOUT
4 = KP2 PHOTOCELL
3 = KP2 PHOTOCELL
2 = FOUL
1 = FOUL

JUMPERS MUST BE SET "ON" IF
PINSETTER INTERFACE IS
THE LAST UNIT ON THE BUS, ELSE "OFF"
NOTE: TERMINALS “SCORE CONTROL”
TO BE CONNECTED WITH RED SIGNAL
OF PINSETTER. ENABLES SCORE WHEN
RED LED “RES 1” IS OFF ONLY. NO
EFFECT IF NOT CONNECTED.

UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR PINSETTERS WITH STRINGS
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Maschine ON/OFF

Relay

Trigger

NO

Set

NO

Stepper 1

NO

Stepper 2

NO

Ball lift

NO

Bumper

NO

Call

th

Set 10 frame

1

Type in the number of the
RELAY to switch ON/ OFF
the pinsetter

Type in the number of the
RELAY to sBitch ON/OFF
the ball lift

NO

Type in the number of the
RELAY to CALL service

Relay

Type in the number of the
SET relay in the 10th frame

2

.. and of the INPUTS..

Foul input

Input

3

2nd trhow input

Input

5

Free input

Input

7

Type in the number of the
INPUT to detect the FOUL
(if connected only)
If connected only

If connected only and
ONLY Without Desk
Computer
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Right lane only

0
1

0=Normal, both lanes
1=Right lane only

Coin Mode

0
1

0=Normal Operation
1=Coin Mode Operation

Minutes per game

0

Input the desired time in
Minutes per game

Counters:
Frames/Balls l:
Frames/Balls r:

(Read only)

xxxx/xxxx
xxxx/xxxx
Frames and balls counters
(not resettable)

9) Testing the scorer
At this time the installation , calibration and the programming is completed. It is now necessary to carry out a
test to make sure that everything has been installed and connected in the proper way.
a) Testing the automatic RESET of the pinsetter in the 10th frame:
Programm a game with one player only
Press CORRECT SCORE
Type in a sequence of X (Strikes) until the 2nd ball of the 11th frame: fix the cursor With EYE and
START.
Wall a gutter ball: the pinsetter (on 1rst ball) should cycle normally and then carry out a full set cycle
and return to the 1rst ball or - if so programmed execute a FAST RESET. If not, check the
connections. If double cycling occours, reducethe Pulse Time Set-Relay 10th frame msec. Try
again.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Switch off power prior to any manipulation!
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